Support After the 2016 Kumamoto Earthquakes
- Initiatives Evolved from Experience After the Great East Japan Earthquake -

The 2016 Kumamoto earthquakes that struck Kumamoto and Oita prefectures on April 14, 2016 recorded a maximum magnitude of 7, which devastated the region greatly. We share our deepest sympathy with everyone who was afflicted by the disaster. Aeon has strived with all of its capabilities in the reconstruction and recovery of afflicted areas which have been influenced by the experience after the Great East Japan Earthquake by combining the strengths of the Entire Group to fulfill our duty as a lifeline center in our retail businesses.

As a Member of the Local Community
- Providing emergency relief supplies according to comprehensive agreements

According to comprehensive agreements with each municipality, we have taken advantage of Aeon product procurement capabilities and distribution network. We took charge of roughly 3.3 million emergency relief supplies that were required from 11 organizations that included afflicted areas of Kumamoto prefecture, Kumamoto City, Ozu, Mifune, Oita prefecture, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Japan Self-defense Force, and Japanese Red Cross Society to deliver daily necessities immediately after the earthquakes struck.

We entered into external partnerships through shipping memorandums for emergency relief supplies with Japan Airlines Co., Ltd., the Japan Self-defense force, various municipalities and other organizations to facilitate smooth and fast shipping. Japan Airlines Co., Ltd. transported emergency relief supplies and store goods for sale by using a total of 49 aircrafts over five days from when the disaster struck.

- Offering Temporary Shelter

The Earthquake that struck on April 14th left Mifune in the Kamimashiki District of Kumamoto prefecture in need. We provided temporary shelters with the help of the self-defense force in Nagasaki prefecture to transport these balloon shelters by truck to the Mifune Fureai Square where they were installed by our Group company, AEON DELIGHT CO., LTD.

As Local Lifestyle Infrastructure
- Aiming to Resume Business as Quickly as Possible

Aeon aims to resume business unified as a Group to return usual lifestyles for everyone in the local area affected by the disaster as soon as possible. We suspended or limited operations at 84 of our stores in Kumamoto and Oita prefectures right after the earthquake struck, but we have worked to resume business with the support of 1,017 employees from our Group companies in the affected areas.

- Introducing Mobile Retailers and Opening Temporary Stores

We introduced mobile retailers from May 20th to July 13th in Aso, Kumamoto prefecture where recovery of major roadways was uncertain. We also opened temporary stores on September 6th at the Tekuno temporary housing site in Mishiki, Kumamoto prefecture, which is the largest temporary housing site in Kumamoto prefecture.

- Other Initiatives

We provided assistant by utilizing our Group as a whole from installing mobile AEON Bank ATMs (automated teller machine) through AEON Financial Service Co., Ltd. to caring for pets afflicted by the disaster through AEON PET CO., LTD. Aeon aims to resume business unified as a Group to return usual lifestyles for everyone in the local area affected by the disaster as soon as possible.

As a Company Expanding Stores Throughout Japan
- Hosting a Special Revitalization Support Project

The Support Delicious Food from Kumamoto and Oita special revitalization project was hosted at approximately 510 Aeon and Aeon Style stores in Japan at the end of May fueled by our passion and the passion of our customers in Japan to encourage all of the producers in afflicted areas.

- Fundraising Activities

We accepted donations for the Kumamoto Earthquake Emergency Relief Fund at our stores and businesses in Japan from April 14th to May 31st. A total of 340,820,419 JPY was donated to Kumamoto and Oita prefectures with the money raised by AEON CO., LTD. and our overseas Group companies as well as the money raised with WAON points.

- Supporting Manufacturing of All People with Disabilities

In August 2016, The AEON 1% Club Foundation endowed the Kumamoto Prefecture Vocational Aid Center Conference with 30,000,000 JPY in funding to offer for offices aiding in the employment of people with disabilities that were afflicted by the 2016 Kumamoto Earthquake.

This earthquake results in devastation that included damage to buildings and production equipment at offices that aid in the employment of people with disabilities in Kumamoto prefecture. We provided funding to 51 offices that aid in the employment of people with disabilities in Kumamoto prefecture to assist in constructing a career environment where all people with disabilities are able to work in manufacturing. Each Aeon Group company also strives to secure and support the provision of routes to deliver manufactured goods produced by people with disabilities to an even greater number of customers.

Through this type of support, we are contributing to the sustainable growth for the future of disaster afflicted areas while hoping to further promote the independence and social participation of everyone with a disability.